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An observed population of intermediate-mass helium
stars that have been stripped in binaries
M. R. Drout1,2*†, Y. Götberg2*†, B. A. Ludwig1, J. H. Groh3, S. E. de Mink4,5,
A. J. G. O’Grady1,6, N. Smith7

The hydrogen-rich outer layers of massive stars can be removed by interactions with a binary companion.
Theoretical models predict that this stripping produces a population of hot helium stars of ~2 to 8 solar
masses (M⊙), however, only one such system has been identified thus far. We used ultraviolet photometry
to identify potential stripped helium stars then investigated 25 of them using optical spectroscopy. We
identified stars with high temperatures (~60,000 to 100,000 kelvin), high surface gravities, and hydrogen-
depleted surfaces; 16 stars also showed binary motion. These properties match expectations for stars
with initial masses of 8 to 25 M⊙ that were stripped by binary interaction. Their masses fall in the gap
between subdwarf helium stars and Wolf-Rayet stars. We propose that these stars could be progenitors
of stripped-envelope supernovae.

A
pproximately 70% of massive stars [ini-
tial masses of >8 solar masses (M☉)] in-
teract with a binary companion during
their lifetimes (1, 2). Those binary interac-
tions are expected to strip the hydrogen-

rich envelopes frommanymassive stars, leaving
an exposed hot and compact helium core. The
resulting stripped stars have sufficiently long
lifetimes to be observed and are expected to be
numerous (3).
Binary-stripped massive stars are expected

to influence multiple astrophysical processes:
They are thought to be the progenitors ofmost
hydrogen-poor core-collapse supernovae (4–6).
The neutron stars that have been observed in
gravitational wave events are thought to have
undergone two phases of envelope stripping
(7). And the high surface temperatures of
stripped stars make them potential sources of
ionizing photons (8, 9).
Despite their predicted ubiquity, few binary-

stripped helium stars with masses between ∼2
and 8M☉—which are expected to be produced
by stars with initial masses between ∼8 and
25M☉—have been found. Many other types of
hydrogen-deficient stars have been observed
(10). These are classified as high-mass Wolf-
Rayet (WR) stars (11), low-mass subdwarfs (12),
extreme helium stars (13), and central stars
of planetary nebulae (14), all of which have
been found in binary systems (15–17). How-
ever, none of those classes occupy the mass
range that has been predicted to producemost

stripped-envelope supernovae or neutron star
mergers (7). Only one hot helium star with an
appropriate mass has been reported: the “quasi-
WR” star in the system HD 45166 (18, 19).
If such systems are truly rare, models of

binary evolution would need to be revised.
Alternatively, there could be an observational
bias: The optical flux from intermediate-mass
stripped stars might be hidden by a bright
main sequence (MS) companion star. Although
helium star mass-loss rates are uncertain (20),
they are predicted to exhibit weaker wind fea-
tures than luminous WR stars, so they could
potentially have eluded detection in previous
surveys targeting those features (21).

Ultraviolet photometry

Some stripped helium star binaries might be
detectable by excess ultraviolet (UV) emission
in their spectral energy distributions (22). To
assess this possibility, we calculated synthetic
spectra for a large set of hypothetical binaries
containing a stripped star and anMS star (20).
We find that many of the hypothetical systems
remain obscured by the brightness of the MS
star, but hot intermediate-mass helium stars
paired with MS companions of ≲10 M☉ oc-
cupy a specific region of UV-optical color-
magnitude diagrams (CMDs): blueward of the
MS at intermediate luminosities of −1 mag >
MUVM2 > −4 mag (where MUVM2 is the ab-
solute magnitude in the UVM2 ultraviolet
filter; figs. S4 and S5).
We searched for massive stars with UVmag-

nitudes that fall within the CMD region pre-
dicted by our synthetic spectra. We targeted
stars in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and
Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) galaxies, be-
cause they contain a large number of massive
stars at known distances, with low obscura-
tion by dust. We measured UV photometry
using archival images from the Swift Ultra-
violet Survey of the Magellanic Clouds (23).
These images cover ∼3 square degrees of the

SMC and ∼9 square degrees of the LMC in
three UV filters at a resolution of 2.5 arc sec.
To reduce the effects of crowding at that reso-
lution, we used the forward modeling code
THE TRACTOR (24) to perform forced point-
spread function photometry. We adopted the
known locations of stars in the optical Magel-
lanic CloudPhotometric Survey (25, 26), which
has better spatial resolution.
This process determinedUVmagnitudes for

>500,000 sources in the directions of the LMC
and SMC (20). Figure 1 shows a UV-optical
CMD of all the sources. We adopted distances
of 50 and 61 kpc and visual dust extinctions AV

of 0.38 and 0.22 mag for the LMC and SMC,
respectively (20). LMC and SMC extinction
curves (27) were used to determine the corre-
sponding dust obscuration in the UV. The
CMD contains a dense band (which we ascribe
to the MS) and multiple sources blueward of
the MS, which we consider to be candidate
stripped helium star binaries.

Optical spectroscopy

We selected 25 candidate systems for follow-
up spectroscopy by choosing targets that have
luminosities and colors consistent with our pre-
dictions for binaries containing intermediate-
mass helium stars (20) (indicated in Fig. 1).
The stars are of similar brightness to MS stars
with initial masses of ∼6 to 15M☉ but—for the
adopted extinction—are located blueward of
the zero-age MS (ZAMS) in nine distinct UV-
optical CMDs (20). They have UV-optical colors
similar to those ofWR stars but are intrinsically
fainter. For some systems, the observed colors
and magnitudes approach predictions for iso-
lated helium stars withmasses between ∼2 and
8M☉ (Fig. 1).
We obtained between 1 and 30 optical spectra

for each system using the Magellan Echellette
spectrograph (28) on the 6.5-mMagellan Baade
telescope at Las Campanas Observatory, Chile.
All 16 systemswithmore than one epoch show
radial velocity variations, consistent with being
binary systems (table S9).
We used kinematics to reject any likely fore-

ground objects. All 25 systems have average
radial velocities consistent with expectations
for stars in the LMC and SMC (20). We com-
bined these with proper motions (29), finding
that 23 systems have three-dimensional mo-
tion that is consistent with known O-type and
B-typemassive stars in the LMC and SMC (20)
(O-type stars typically have initial masses of
≳15 M☉, and B-type stars typically have initial
masses of ∼2 to 15 M☉). The remaining two
objects (stars 5 and 6 in table S9) show slight
offsets in propermotion but have data quality
issues in the proper motion catalog. We there-
fore retained them in our sample.
Figure 2A shows examples of the spectra;

the full sample is provided in figs. S16 to S21.
We classify the stars into three broad groups:
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1) Class 1 (eight stars): These spectra are dom-
inated by absorption lines of He II. In some
cases, lines of N IV and/or N V are visible in
emission or absorption. These three ions are
characteristic of very hot stars (30).
2) Class 2 (eight stars): These spectra show

He II in absorption but also have strong ab-
sorption lines of hydrogen in the blue part of
the spectrum (the short-wavelength Balmer
lines). Six of these spectra also show He I; two
do not, which indicates that the spectrum is
a blend of two stars with different tempera-
tures (20).
3) Class 3 (nine stars): No He II lines are

visible in the optical spectrum. These spectra
are dominated by strong Balmer and He I ab-
sorption lines, closely resembling those of
B-type MS stars.

Interpretation of the spectra

The CMD locations and spectral morphologies
of these 25 stars are consistent with our theo-
retical predictions for binary systems con-
taining hot intermediate-mass helium stars.
Our synthetic spectra of such objects (calcu-
lated above) show spectral features similar to
those of WR stars, but with substantially
weaker emission or absorption lines owing to
their lower luminosities and mass-loss rates
(20). In the set of helium star plus MS star
composite spectral models, we identify the

same three broad spectral classes as in our ob-
servations. Reproducing the absorption line
spectra of the observed sample requires mass-
loss rates for intermediate-mass helium stars
that are at least an order of magnitude lower
than extrapolations of WR mass loss (20),
which is consistent with theoretical predic-
tions (31).
We interpret the progression from class 3 to

class 1 as an increasing contribution from the
helium star to the optical flux of the system
(20). Figure 2B compares the equivalent width
(EW) of the He II l5411 line as a function of
Hh + He II l3835 [where l notation indicates
the wavelengths in angstroms (Å), Hh is the
seventh Balmer line, and + indicates blended
lines] for both our observed sample and the
composite models. The He II l5411 line arises
from the helium star; it is not expected at the
cooler temperatures of B-type MS stars. We
use the Hh + He II l3835 blend to probe the
presence of anMS companion, because strong
short-wavelength Balmer lines are not ex-
pected in hot hydrogen-depleted stars [we
have to use a blended line because our syn-
thetic spectra show no isolated hydrogen lines
in the optical range for these stars (20)]. In this
parameter space, all 25 observed stars overlap
with the predictions from the composite mod-
els, regardless of which helium star mass-loss
rates are adopted (20).

For class 3 stars, we find 3s upper limits on
the EW of He II l5411 of ≲0.2 Å (table S8).
This corresponds to models where the helium
star contributes <20% of the optical flux, and
hence the spectra appear like those of B-type
MS stars. Although such stars can show a UV
excess, our models predict that they should be
close to the ZAMS (as observed for the class 3
stars in Fig. 1). In contrast, the class 1 stars all
have Hh + He II l3835 EWs of <1.2 Å, con-
sistent withmodels for systemswhere a helium
star contributes >80% of the optical flux, so
the spectra appear like those of isolated helium
stars. The models only produce such spectra
when theMS companion has amass of ≲3.5M☉.
We infer that the class 1 objects either (i) come
from binary systems where the two stars had
very different initial masses; or (ii) have com-
panions that are compact objects (neutron
stars or black holes), not MS stars. Those sys-
tems would also have sufficiently blue colors
to match the observations; in the CMD, they
are close to models of isolated helium stars.
Although dust extinction toward individual
objects is uncertain, the location of these
models in the CMD is similar to that of the
class 1 objects (Fig. 1). The intermediate class 2
stars fall close to models where the helium
star contributes 20 to 80% of the optical flux,
so they have composite optical spectra with
contributions from both stars.

Estimates of stellar properties

To assess the nature of the hot stars in these
systems, we considered EW diagnostics that
distinguish the optical spectra of stripped stars
fromMS stars and estimate their surface prop-
erties. We used the 1D nonlocal thermodynamic
equilibrium radiative transfer code CMFGEN (32)
to compute a set of spectral models with a
range of effective temperatures (30 kK ≤ Teff ≤
100 kK, where kK is kilokelvin), surface grav-
ities [4.0 < log(g/cm s−2) < 6.0], and surface
hydrogen mass fractions (XH,surf = 0.01, 0.1,
0.3, and 0.5, which are all depleted belowMS
values) (20). We choose a baseline mass-loss
rate of 10�9M☉ year−1 because it produces ab-
sorption line spectra. We then tested the im-
pact of this choice on our results by varying
the assumed mass-loss rate by two orders of
magnitude. Thesemodels cover a broad param-
eter space without making assumptions about
the detailed evolutionary state of each system.
Figure 3 shows these models compared with
both the class 1 stars and O- and B-type MS
model spectra (33, 34) in three parameter
spaces. We focused on the class 1 stars because
we expect them to have minimal contamina-
tion from any companion.
To constrain the effective temperatures of

these stars, Fig. 3A shows the EW of He II

l5411 as a function of the EW of He I l5876,
which provides a temperature diagnostic due to
variations in the the helium ionization balance

Fig. 1. Candidate stripped helium star binaries in UV-optical color-magnitude diagrams. Gray dots
show absolute magnitude photometry in the UVM2 ultraviolet band as a function of the UVM2-V (where V is
the visual band) color for stars in (A) the LMC and (B) the SMC. Numbered circles indicate the 25 stars
we investigated further with optical spectroscopy (table S7), color coded according to their observed spectral
morphologies (see legend). Error bars are 1s. These systems have similar UV-optical colors, but lower
brightnesses than either WR stars (dark-purple diamonds) (48, 49) or the weaker-wind WN3/O3 stars (light-
purple diamonds) (36). The connected black dots indicate models of isolated helium-core burning stripped stars,
which are labeled with the current mass of the stripped star (Mstrip) (22). The thick curved line indicates the
expected position of the ZAMS for O-type (light gray) and B-type (dark gray) stars. All observed data have been
corrected for dust extinction (indicated by the arrows), and all magnitudes are in the AB system.
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with temperature. For all but two stars, we
find Teff > 70 kK owing to the lack of detected
He I; those are temperatures typical of WR
stars, higher than the hottest O-type stars (35).
For some objects, the detection of N IV and/
or N V can provide an alternative temperature
estimate, which ranges between ∼70 to 80 kK
and ≳90 kK (fig. S11) (20).

Figure 3B shows an equivalent plot for the
EWs ofHe II l3835 +Hh andHe II l4860 +Hb.
This provides a rough estimate of surface
gravity, because of the decrease in line strength
relative to the observed pseudo-continuum
for short-wavelength Balmer lines as they
broaden as a result of increasing log(g). The
observed sample is consistent with surface

gravities log(g) ≳ 5, higher than is observed
in MS stars.
Figure 3C shows the pure helium blend

He I +He II l4026 as a function of thehydrogen/
helium blend He II + Hd l4100, which probe
the hydrogen and helium surface mass frac-
tions. The observed stars are all consistent
with hydrogen-depleted surfaces, spanning
the location of the model grid from XH,surf =
0.01 (almost hydrogen-free) to XH,surf = 0.3.
We chose these diagnostics to avoidmorewind-
sensitive spectral lines. Our tests with differ-
ent assumptions for the mass-loss rate and
wind velocity do not change these results (20).
The properties we estimated for each star

are listed in table S2. These diagnostics indicate
that the class 1 stars are hot, compact, and
hydrogen-poor. Figure 1 shows that their bright-
nesses fall along a sequence, connecting WR
stars and the slightly lower luminosityWN3/
O3 stars (36) to subdwarfs. Figure S13 shows
that this sequence also appears in the strengths
of stellar wind lines in the optical spectra.
Figure 4 compares our derived constraints on

Teff and log(g) with predictions for intermediate-
mass helium stars (22). The observed stars
have surface gravities between those ofMS stars
and white dwarfs—consistent with our expecta-
tions for helium stars—and temperatures hotter
than most subdwarf stars (37). Figure 4 also
shows a set of evolutionary tracks (22). The ob-
served stars are consistent with predictions
for the core-helium burning phase of ∼2.5 to
8 M☉ stripped stars, which have progenitors
with initial masses of between ∼9 and 25M☉.
These ranges are high enough for the stars to
later undergo core collapse (38), so they will
explode as stripped-envelope supernovae (39).
The winds from stars with initial masses of
<25M☉ are too weak to remove the hydrogen-
rich envelope (40), so binary interaction is
thought to be theprimarymechanism for strip-
ping stars in thatmass range (see supplementary
text section of the supplementary materials).

Excluding alternative explanations

We considered other possible interpretations
of the stars in our sample (see supplementary
text). Some of the class 3 stars could be ordi-
nary (B-type) MS stars in regions with very
little dust obscuration; in this case, they would
appear to show a UV excess resulting from
an overcorrection of the photometry. How-
ever, the same is not true for the class 1 and
class 2 stars, whose locations on the CMD (Fig.
1) are inconsistent with massive O-type MS
stars (the only type of MS star expected to
have detectable He II) for any extinction values.
The absorption-line spectral morphologies of
the class 1 and class 2 stars are also distinct
from those of WR stars (Fig. 2A).
Other types of stars can reach very high tem-

peratures and similar brightnesses, such as
accretingwhite dwarfs, central stars of planetary

B

A

Fig. 2. Optical spectra with three spectral morphologies. (A) Three example observed spectra (colored
lines) classified as class 1, 2, or 3 (see text), offset for display. Spectra of all the other stars in our sample
are shown in figs. S16 to S21. The gray line shows the optical spectrum of an example WR star (WR 152
divided by a factor of 5) for comparison (50); it has similar line transitions as the class 1 stars, but in
emission. Vertical dotted lines indicate locations of spectral lines, which are identified by the labels above.
Gray shaded bands indicate the lines used in (B). (B) EWs of He II l5411 and Hh + He II l3835 for all 25 stars
in our spectroscopic sample (large numbered circles). T-shaped error bars indicate 1s uncertainties on
detected lines; triangle-terminated error bars indicate 3s upper or lower limits (for absorption or emission)
on undetected lines. For comparison, we show synthetic models of single stripped stars (black dots
enclosed in the gray shaded region), single B-type MS stars (light-green squares), and composites of the two
(colored dots). Model equivalent widths were calculated assuming a signal-to-noise ratio of 35, consistent with
the median signal-to-noise of the observed stars (20). Models are colored to indicate the fraction of V-band
flux contributed to the binary by the stripped star (color bar). Shaded and labeled boxes define the three classes
of spectral morphology we identify; observed data points use the same colors as the shading. Star 15 does
not exhibit He II l5411 but does show He II l4686, so we classify it as class 2 (20). The observed sample forms a
sequence that overlaps with the theoretical predictions for stripped helium star binaries.
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nebulae, and very young post-asymptotic giant
branch (post-AGB) stars (10), but those types
all have circumstellar material, which pro-
duces emission lines or an infrared excess
(41, 42), neither of which we observe. Young
post-AGB stars are also expected to be very rare
(see supplementary text). Very fast rotation
could fullymix stars—resulting in hot and com-
pact helium stars—but this is only expected
at higher masses and luminosities (43). Some
hot low-mass objects (such as evolved sub-
dwarfs and white dwarf merger products)
could pollute our sample, but our targeting
of the LMC and SMCmeans that they would
need to be foreground objects located in the
halo of the Milky Way. By examining the fre-
quency of UV excesses in a control sample,
we predict that there are <1 foreground ob-
jects along the line of sight to the LMC or SMC
with colors, magnitudes, and kinematics sim-
ilar to our spectroscopic sample (see supple-
mentary text).
The propertieswe infer for the observed stars

differ frompreviously identifiedhelium-rich stars.
They are much hotter and more compact than
cool helium giants, such as the star n Sgr [Teff≲
15 kK, log(g) ∼ 2] (44, 45). While the mass of
n Sgr is uncertain (46), it could be in a subse-
quent evolutionary phase; some stripped stars
expand substantially upon completion of core-
helium burning (47). The surface properties
we estimated for the class 1 stars are similar
to those of HD 45166, but their spectra are
distinct, with HD 45166 having a spectrum
dominated by emission lines. This indicates

that the anomalously slow wind speed observed
in HD 45166 might not be common (see sup-
plementary text). Instead, the absorption spectra
of stars in our sample imply lowmass-loss rates,
consistent with theoretical predictions (20).
The properties, binary companions, and evo-

lutionary history of the individual systems in
our sample are likely diverse. Nevertheless, we
conclude that they constitute a population of
massive stars stripped through binary interac-
tion. Because only a subset of stripped star bi-
naries are expected to show a UV excess (20),
the population we observe represents only a
small fraction of the predicted intermediate-
mass helium stars.Many other examples could
be hidden by brighter companion stars. With
estimated masses of ∼2 to 8 M☉, the stars we
observed fill a gap in previously identified he-
lium stars, connecting subdwarfswithWR stars.
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